
One Person’s Thoughts About Conventions

By Shirley Nix

Frank and I just came home from the Cincinnati Conven-
tion, and it was such a pleasant experience that I thought I’d put
down a few musings.  Of course, first of all a huge thanks to Don
Andersen and his committee for taking the time and effort to host
the 2009 Convention so successfully.

As Convention Chairman Frank hears all the time that a
chapter doesn’t have the huge collections “necessary” to host a con-
vention.  I think we have disproved that theory time after time.  Yes,
it’s nice to have collections to visit, but more important is the
chance to visit areas of the country we might otherwise not do so
on our own, and I have to say the most important thing to most of
us as far as Conventions are concerned is the fellowship we find
there.

Time after time in any Convention you hear that we are a
“family” of collectors, and I think Barbara Washburn said it best.
She said it was like attending a family reunion every year where
you actually liked every member of the family.  For my part, I can’t
stress too strongly the feelings of affection, respect, and genuine
friendship that permeate the whole event.  You can sit at a table
with attendees you don’t know, and before you leave that table
chances are you can count your table mates as good friends you
will look forward to seeing next year.

This year we visited the collection of Ron Wehmeier, who
said it was so nice for him to have a group in during which visit no
one asked why he had so many pianos in the house.  (Any collector
can relate to that)  He restores his own pianos, and each one was
beautiful, both in sound and appearance, to say nothing of the mag-
nificent Wurlitzer theater organ.

Other places the committee arranged for us to visit were
the Union Train Station Museums, the Cincinnati Music Hall, and
a wonderful trip to the EnterTRAINment Junction, which most of
us would probably never have visited if we were on our own, but
which was a great venue and left us wanting more time.  We had a
riverboat cruise complete with dinner also.

As you can see, the focus was on the area and the won-
derful things to see and do there.  There were over 150 registered,
and I am sure every one of them had a ball.

One of the highlights of any Convention is the pumper
contest, and every year the competition gets better and better.  I
think personally that regulars like Joyce Brite, Julian Dyer and on
Hartwell, to name a few, have set the bar very high.  This has really
upped the quality of the competition.  Julian Dyer was our winner
this year, and had a great turnout at his workshop on putting ex-
pression into pumping a piano.

Of course, any one who has attended a pumper contest
knows that Larry Norman brings in a lot of the audience with his
production numbers.  He doesn’t win, but he sure keeps the enter-
tainment value high.  His imagination runs wild, and he has a way
of getting other members involved who wouldn’t ordinarily do such
crazy things.  (I can speak from experience here.)  He brings cos-
tumes and props every year, and it’s amazing what happens!

This year we also had a presentation by Timothy Steain
from Australia.  Timothy attended his first convention last year in
Woodland Hills, and this thirteen-year-old gave us a real treat with
his very professional slides and sing-a-long of an Australian folk
song.

The banquets are always a joy to attend, and I have to give
credit to the gentlemen like Jere DeBacker, Ron Kilfoil, Roger
Stumfoll and others who make sure the single ladies get a chance
to get out on the dance floor and have fun.

Again, it’s such a congenial group, and if you don’t ever
go to a Convention you are missing a huge part of belonging to
AMICA.  It’s a great chance to get to know others in the hobby
from around the country, and even around the world.  You just can’t
believe how many of us have very good friends we only see once
a year, but still have great connection with.  The workshops, put on
by AMICA members, can teach you or entertain you for an after-
noon.  

For all chapters…Host a Convention of your own.  We need
you, and it’s a way to give back to the organization and the mem-
bers.  It isn’t that hard, and you don’t have to have huge collections
to visit.  Every part of the country has its charm, and you can show
off your particular area to great advantage.

For all members…Attend the Conventions.  You won’t be sorry.
You may be amazed at the friends you make who will understand
your passion for mechanical music as your neighbors, family and
local friends probably never will.

This isn’t meant to be a write-up of the Convention, just a plug
for both attending and hosting future ones.  Every year we have
such a great time and it would be such a shame for Conventions to
become a thing of the past, which could easily happen if we don’t

have host chapters.
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Hi Babit entertained us royally throughout the convention.

Our conventions bring out members from far and wide, e.g. 
Julian Dyer from the UK, the Steain family from Australia, etc.
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Convention Pictures
Photos by Ed & Nancy Group, Christy Counterman, Alan Turner, Paul Watkins and Terry Smythe

The Radisson, our conventional hotel View of Cincinnati from our hotel

Welcome

Sherri and Wes Neff

Convention Chairman Bob Ander-
son welcomes all at breakfast.

Gary Rasmussen, Alan Davara, Don Johnson & 
Bob Anderson welcome Alan.

Honorary Member Hi Babit arriving.

Board Meeting Sightseeing

Clock Tower at Goebel Park The Verdin Peace Bell
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Union Terminal and Museum

Union Terminal tile mosaic muralsUnion Terminal seen from hotel

Union Station Ticket Counter Catered lunch in this art-deco dining room.

1929 E.M. Skinner 4 manual pipe organ

Sherri Neff in the transportation museum
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Basilica Of The Assumption

Postcard Overview
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Wehmeier Collection

Ron Wehmeier

Frank Nix admiring Ron’s immaculateworkshop

Roger Stumfoll at Ron’s gorgeous hand-crafted one-of-a-kind 
art case upright player piano.
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Riverboat

Alvin WulfekuhlGary Rasmussen

Julian Dyer and Thad Kochanny

Our CaptainTiimothy Steain 43 note calliope on roof of river boat
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1878 Music Hall
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EnterTrainment

Arlo Lusby admiring ouitstanding
model train layout
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Hospitality

Bob Gonzalez and David Ramey’s Banjorchestra

Mike Kukral, Bill Chapman 
and Julian Dyer

Bob Hunt and his 
Virtual-Roll e-valve system

Carol and Karl Theil, and Liz Barnhart

Honorary Hi Babit

Kathy Stone and Mel Septon

Kay and Tom Bode

David Ramey, Frank Nix and Don Barr Tim Baxter and Hi Babit

Bill Klinger and Tom Hutchinson

Paul Watkins, Mike Kukral and Terry Smythe
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Hospitality

Barbara & Ron Hartwell, and Jo Crawford Barabara Washburn, Shirley Nix, Bill Blair

Karl Ellison and Roy Beltz

Roger Stumfoll with his delightful, exuberant sing-a-long.

Dave Ramey’s 
Banjorchestra 
was a clear 
center of 
attention

Glenda Steain 
and Sharyn 
Cunningham
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Hospitality

Joyce Brite sharing photos with Bob Tempest and Jere DeBacker

Bonnie Gonzalez and Hi Babit

John Motto-Ros and Don Barr

Ben Gottfried                                  Bill Chapman

Lyle Merithew and Sandy Swirski

Bennet Leedy                                  Bob Andersen, ever watchful
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Hospitality

Don and Peggy Lundry

Richard Groman, Betty June Toth, 
Frank Thompson

Liz Barnhart and Paul Mayer hold a modest
monkey organ rally indoors because of rain

Shirley and Frank Nix, and Hi Babit

Pumper Contest

M.C. Thad Kochanny
Popular event, very well attended, 150+

Ron Hartwell, lead-off contestant Ben Gottfried

Guest judge Albert Muehlboeck 
from AustriaIrrepressible Larry Norman, with Joe Orens, Shirley Nix

and Roger Stumfoll supporting, to the tune of 
‘Send In The Clowns’

Timothy Steain, from Australia, gave us a ‘first’, a
sing-a-long to an Australian folk song, 
with PowerPoint lyrics on screen.

Thad Kochanny awards ‘Footsie’ to
winner Julian Dyer.
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Workshops

Julian Dyer 
demonstrates 
what it takes 
to become 
a skilled 
pianolist

‘Dr.’ Larry 
Norman 
demonstrates 
Roll Repairing

Bennet Leedy 
discusses the 

Welte expression 
system

Gary Rasmussen 
did extensive 
research into 
the Wurlitzer 
family and 
business

Todd Augsburger discusses and demonstrates various small organsLiz Barnhart leads a workshop on cross-stiching 
the AMICA 2009 Convention logo
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Mart

A magnificent roll cabinet offered by 
Roger Stumfoll, quickly sold.

Dee Kavouras and Christy Counterman 
at the Keystone boothJoyce Brite offering recut rolls  

and various original literature.

Richard Groman and Lee Lanier

Kay Bode checking out souvenir T-shirts

Gary Rasmussen checking out rolls 
offered by Mike and Holly Walter

Ray and Nancy Dietz offering
an Ampico roll collection

Brian Stahl offering new Ampico recuts rolls

Liz Barnhart offered a Pianolodeon 
which quickly sold

Larry Norman and Marie Pendleton offering
recut rolls and literature

Barbara Washburn checking future additions
to their collection
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Mart

Dan Harrett checking out 
Bennett Leedy’s roll offerings

John Motto-Ros offering some 
‘interesting’ period orchestrion prints

Bill Klinger and Frank Thompson
at the Keystone booth

Jim Lester and Mel Septon discussing ideas 
for Duo-Art bleed enhancements

Ray Beltz and Bill Blair offering and explaining
prior convention souvenirs Vigorous marketing at Bennet Leedy’s booth

Banquet

President John Motto-Ros awarding special
recognition to Dr. Mike Kukral for his dedication
to AMICA over his 6 years as our Publisher.

The “Impossibles”, 
our entertainment for the banquet.

Michael Woolf, from New Zealand, 
brought his charming sense of humour

Past Presidents in attendance
Terry Smythe, Mel Septon, and Mike Walter

Paul and Barb Watkins Glenda, John and Timothy Steain, with our P&G
girls, Mary Pollock and Betty Toth. 
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Banquet

The Spirit of Period Dress reigns, thanks to 
Christy Counterman, Marilyn Reichart, Roger Stumfoll, Liz Barnhart, Betty Toth, Alan Turner, Dee and Bill Karvouras, and  Mary Pollock

The Northern Lights Chapter members,
(Alan Turner missing)

Bill and Nora Klinger Margaret Bisberg and Richard Van Metre

Jo Crawford and George Wilder
Joe Orens and Florie Hirsch Leslie and Alan Ford
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Banquet

Barbara Washburn and Ron Kilfoil

Mary Pollock and Timothy Steain
Betty Toth and Richard Groman

Farewell Breakfast

Frank Nix (r), awarding a souvenir plaque to
Bob Andersen (l), Chairman, 2009 AMICA 

Convention, for an outstanding job 
by he and his committee.

Farewell Breakfast

Passing of the AMICA Banner

Mike Walter with his Power-
Point presentation for the
2010 AMICA Convention in

Buffalo, NY

Mike Walter’s PowerPoint presentation for
AMICA 2010 Convention in Buffalo, NY
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AfterGlow

Lyle Merithew having a spin in Alvin’s Model T
Alvin Wulfekuhl’s 

Marshall & Wendell Ampico B
Alvin’s Steinway Duo-Art and numerous

charming collectibles

Alvin’s Weber Duo-Art A small portion of Alvin’s auto memorabilia

Yet another portion of Alvin’s auto memorabilia

Julian Dyer and Steven Bucknam 
enjoying Mike Barnhart’s enthusiasm 
for their Weber Otero orchestrion

Liz and Mike Barnhart’s band organ 
they’ve named Treveris after the 
Roman ruins in Trier, Germany

Liz and Mike’s Double Mills Violano

Wulfekuhl Open House

Barnhart Open House
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AfterGlow
Barnhart Open House

Barnhart Custom Orchestrion

Model railroading theme throught Barnhart
household and property More model railroading

Liz Barnhart describing and demonstrating their
model railroad on their property

Barnhart’s Chickering Ampico A The loft over Treveris, containing ever more 
delightful collectibles

Garrison Open House

Don Barr and Harry Garrison 
enjoying a fine cigar

This must be the place.....

Double Mills Violano graces Harry’s 
elegant staircase

Harry’s Steinway Duo-Art

Beautiful large Symphonium alongside 
a charming vintage radio 

Uniquely carved face on 
acoustic phonograph 
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AfterGlow
Ramey Open House

Don Johnson and Bob Andersen 
admiring David’s Cremona J

David explains the working mechanism of his 
Seeburg H to Ed Group and Bob Andersen

David’s 
Seeburg KT

David with his 
Western Electric 
Selector model B 
and Seeburg G

Zaharkos Ice Cream Parlor
Columbus, IN

Welte Cottage Orchestrion, restored by 
Durward Center, once again gracing the 
premises of Zahakos Ice Cream Parlor 

in Columbus, IN
Another Welte orchestrion, in the Zaharakos
Museum, restored by AMICAn Hayes Mclaran

One last farewell at Wertheim’s German
restaurunt close by our convention hotel.

Steven Bucknam, Roger Stumfoll, Alan Turner,
with Terry Smythe behind the camera.

Beautifully restored genuine ice cream parlor
from 1900, a must see by all AMICAns

Florie Hirsch, Joe Orens and Julian Dyer 
enjoying genuine ice cream desserts Fully restored functional ice cream bar


